
























The principal aim of this project is to study the energy production by solar energy system in 
close to the consumers and integrated into a microgrid. Microgrids are small-scale versions of 
today’s huge centralized electricity system, where it can generate, distribute and regulate the 
flow of electricity to consumers. Microgrids are able to feature the latest smart technology that 
increases efficiency and reliability and to create islands of sustainable energy within the larger 
grid. The main benefits of microgrids are: 
-  Microgrids increase power supply reliability. 
-  Microgrids make it easier to efficiently meet growing consumer demand. 
-  Microgrids make it possible to deploy clean, renewable energy. 
 
The report gives an overview of the generator technologies, and discusses the characteristics of a 
microgrid and the barriers that have to be overcome if microgrids are to be deployed in Australia. 
A focus of the study is a microgrid of domestic users (housing estate) powered by photovoltaics 
(PV).  In addition, this project will propose a method to evaluate the reliability of customers 
contracted with microgrid including distributed generators (DG) and power storage devices.  
A model of the energy consumption is used to produce typical profiles for the electricity 
consumption. Focusing on the balance between generation and load, a methodology has been 
developed to determine the optimum combination of generators and energy storage in the 
microgrid. It is found that a microgrid consisting of around 3kW (max peak) per household and 
50% reduction of the electricity consumption will maintain energy balance on a yearly basis if 
supplemented by energy storage. The principle conclusion is that microgrids do have real potential to 








Chapter one gives an introduction to Australia’s current energy production. Setting the scene for 
the discussion of Project Scope (microgrids), the principal areas which need to be considered are 
outlined, including the control of the microgrid and power balance, focusing on the frequency 
and voltage control as well as the power quality.  
Chapter two outlines the historical development of the Australia power system and the advent of 
distributed generation, and includes a brief discussion on the Western Australia network. 
Chapter three gives an introduction and background to the concept of the microgrid. The issues 
which underpin the concept of the microgrid are examined in detail, including is the relationship 
between the microgrid and the local utility. 
 
Chapter four explains how to choose efficient lights and appliances and how to work out the 
total requirement for electricity on the average home so that the size of the system can be 
determined. Electrical lights and appliances need to be used very efficiently, therefore choosing 
the right appliances are very important.  
 
Typical domestic load profiles and importance of diversity are discussed in Chapter five. The 
domestic electricity load is examined on a quantitative level with emphasis on the effect of 
diversity on daily domestic energy demand of the microgrid. A model of energy consumption in 
typical household was created and was used to produce typical load profiles. 
Chapter six discusses the solar resources in Australia. Also a brief understanding of correct 
installation of photovoltaic arrays procedures are undertaken in this chapter.  
Chapter Seven discusses the principal quantitative contribution of the project which is an 
analysis of the energy balance in microgrid composed of housing units powered by photovoltaics. 
Also, this chapter determines the optimum combination of generators and energy storage in the 
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Western Australia consumers have become used to electrical power available on demand. According to 
Western Power, Western Australia’s population grew at an average rate of approximately 1.7% per 
annum between 1996 and 2006, while the per capita residential energy consumption increased at an 
average annual rate of 2.7%. The total amount of power consumed each year has risen by 5% per annum 
and is likely to continue into the future [7]. The increasing energy consumption and the current energy is 







Figure 1 is taken from a study sponsored by the Australia Greenhouse Office and conducted by the 
SOLARCH group and EMET Consultants. This figure illustrates that in order to meet the reduction in 
GHG emissions in a residential building alone, a greater than 30 per cent per building reduction in energy 
use would be needed. However, more energy reduction are required in order to achieve the 8 per cent 
reduction in GHG emission set for Australia under the Kyoto Protocol over the 1990 to 2010 period. [4] 
As a potential means for achieving reductions in GHG, microgrids are now attracting researcher interest 
by commercial interest in Australia and around the world. There is an extensive amount of research on the 




This project will study the energy production by small scale renewable energy sources (Photovoltaic, PV) 
balance in a microgrid system made up of domestic households powered by PV arrays, where PV arrays 




Error! Reference source not found. shows a residential area where PV systems are installed on the roofs 
of the houses. Each house can be supplied with electricity from photovoltaic modules. If more energy is 
required by the households, then the electricity will be supplied from the main grid. However if less 
energy are required from the houses while the PV modules are generating excess energy, then the power 
conditioning systems (PCSs) of grid-connected PV systems must restrict their power output to prevent 
overvoltages on the distribution line caused by reverse power flow. Therefore energy storage is required 




power will be necessary to help accommodate the rapid fluctuation of load or generation that may be 
anticipated on a relatively small network. [5] 
1.2.2. Microgrid disconnected from the Main Grid 
During main grid disturbance the microgrid is able to separate and isolate itself with very little or even no 
disturbance to the loads (See Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3 : An emergency condition with islands created by transmission outages 
Smart technologies such as sensors and automated switches; enable many of the problems that cause 
blackouts to be avoided entirely or at worst restricted to relatively smaller areas. When the main grid 
recovers to normal, the microgrid automatically resynchronizes and reconnects itself to the main grid. [1] 
 
FromFigure 3, since it has lost its transmission connection to the main grid, the power supply to the main 
grid is interrupted, as well as increased harmonic current distortion from the power conditioning systems 
(PCSs) of many PV systems. [6]Harmonic current distortion represents a distortion of the normal sine 
wave provided by the utility. The current distortion is usually generated by electronic loads and PV 
systems, also called non-linear loads. So power line harmonics are generated when a load draws a non-
line current from a sinusoidal voltage. These problems can dramatically affect the electric power quality 
of the distribution network; hence the addition of PV systems might be restricted. [5] 
Besides that, there are three main issues which are frequency, voltage and power quality that must be 





Australia power system operates at 50Hz (this can be limit ±0.5 [49.5Hz - 50.5Hz]) and there are 
obvious advantages in adopting this frequency, whether there is to be a synchronous connection 
or not, as this frequency is laid down in the Australia Standards. The normal method of frequency 
control in Australia’s power system is by rotational speed of the synchronous machines supplying 
the power. Synchronous machines must be able to respond quickly to load variations in order to 
preserve the power balance at all times. [6] 
In order to maintain the frequency, power balance must be maintained. In microgrids, frequency 
stability becomes important therefore its control is a major concern. There are a number of 
techniques used to restore the power balance and correct for frequency variation. These include 
the use of load shedding, increase in primary generation (PV) and recovery of stored energy. All 
of these are available within a microgrid, but because the system is small the problem is more 
difficult to manage compared to a utility system. [6] 
Not all renewable generators are synchronous machines. For example, photovoltaic arrays 
connect to the system through inverters. Therefore PV arrays require different frequency and load 
control in order to satisfactorily operate in a power system. Inverters can be used to control 
frequency since the inverter frequency can be controlled independently of load. However 
inverters do not behave as rotational synchronous generators and required different philosophies. 
[6] 
Voltage: 
The system voltage within a large multi generator system is controlled not only by the voltage of 
the machines but also by reactive power flow. In general, the reactive balance becomes more 
critical in a smaller system. For example, all reactive demand must be supplied from one 
generator in a single machine system. [3] 
Power quality: 
Control of power quality will be the biggest issue for the microgrid. Voltage dips, flickers, 
interruptions, harmonics, DC levels etc, will all be critical in a small system with few generators. 





The generation methods are very important, if the microgrid is to operate stand alone. The microgrid must 
then contain enough generation capacity to supply sufficient amounts of energy with sufficient reliability.  
1.3.  Objectives 
The two main questions addressed in this thesis are:  
-  Can a microgrid avoid the need to upgrade the main grid. 
-  Can a microgrid supply all essential energy in emergency mode (islanding mode) when the 
microgrid is disconnected from the main grid. 
 
1.4.  The Major Issues to be Addressed in this Thesis 
Extensive research and work will be undertaken on modeling a residential estate as a distributed network. 
The performance of a microgrid system will be investigated under a number of simulated event conditions. 
These events will be simulated using the DigSilent Power Factory simulation software. DigSilent 
PowerFactory is a tool for applications in generation, transmission, distribution and industrial systems. [8] 
“It is incorporating all required functions, easy to use, fully Windows compatible and combines reliable 
and flexible system modeling capabilities with state-of-the-art algorithms and a unique database concept.” 
[8] 
The major issue to consider in these simulations is how closely the energy supply within the microgrid 
can match the local loads under islanding conditions. The issues which underline the concept of microgrid 
load flow analysis are studied in detail in this project. These issues include: 
-  When the microgrid is connected to the main grid, how much power is required to supply the 
microgrid under the best-case and worst-case conditions? 
-  Under the best-case and worst-case conditions, can the microgrid operates effectively in islanding 
mode? 
-  What are the likely requirements for auxilliary generation, storage and load shedding? 
-  How long can the microgrid operate effectively during islanding mode? 

































Electricity was launched in Western Australia in 1888, by Mr C.J.Otte and his company, the Western 
Australian Electric Light and Power Company. There was a 15KW dynamo and small electric stations 
with a 40 horsepower portable engine were established in his place next to the Criterion Hotel in Howick 
Street (Hay Street) Perth. [6] In 1900 onwards, small autonomously owned power stations were 
developed in Perth suburbs and south-western towns. During the first half of the twentieth century, 
Electricity was mainly used for lighting in the home. [6] After World War II, the State Electricity 
Commission (SEC) was form in 1945 whilst there were increases in customers’ electricity demands. The 
mission was to create a high-voltage transmission grid with the ability to carry power over long distances 
and connect independent power stations to the main electricity grid. This has made a big difference to the 
lives of country people by supplying them with alternating current (AC) electricity. By 1957, power 
stations in East Perth, South Fremantle, Collie and Bunbury were linked to form the interconnected 
electricity grid through the southern region of the state. Later, SEC changed its name to the State Energy 
Commission of WA and then to Western Power Corporation. [2] 
Historically, fossil fuels have been used in Western Australian power stations. This is because coal is easy 
to mine and it has a low sulphur and ash content. This coal-fired, 1,040MW service is belonged to Verve 
Energy, where it supplies 60 per cent of the power to the major electricity grid in Western Australia. 




the Middle East oil crisis resulted in a sudden, sharp increase in oil price in WA, it became too prohibitive 
expensive to use this fuel to generate electricity on a large scale. Therefore the SEC of WA decided to 
install two new units at Kwinana Power Station which could use coal as well as oil and natural gas. [6] 
In January 1995, Western Power Corporation was formed to provide customers’ electricity demands. 
Today, “Verve Energy holds four major power stations which are linked together by transmission lines. 
They form the South West Interconnected System (known as SWIS) which expands from Kalbarri in the 
north to Albany in the south and across to Kalgoorlie-Boulder in the east. Horizon Power operates 17 
smaller power stations in regional and remote areas throughout Western Australia. The four main power 
stations connected to the SWIS are Muja, Kwinana, Cockburn and Pinjar Power Stations.” [6] 
Even though coal carries on to be an economical power station fuel, Verve Energy’s power stations now 
largely depending on natural gas. The capability to use natural gas as a fuel has been made promising by 
the development of some of the world’s biggest natural gas resources under the ocean bed off the North 
West Shelf [6] [2]. However, natural gas cannot last us forever, so what is the next solution? If we 
continue burning coal, what could happen with the environment? The solution to these problem lies in the 






Figure 5 illustrates the current Western Australia transmission network. The generating plants are usually 
located near a source of water and away from heavily populated areas. They are usually quite large in 
order to take advantage of the economies of scales. After that, the electric power that is generated is 
stepped-up to a higher voltage and is then connected to a transmission network. Then the transmission 




down in voltage, to the required service voltage, and distributed to the local secondary customers in 
Western Australia. More details about Western Australia network will be discussed below. Most homes 
through Western Australia are supplied with 240V alternating current (AC) mains electricity by Western 
Power. 
Western Australia network is made up of transmission lines and distribution lines 
2.2.1. Transmission Lines 
The transmission lines allow large amounts of power to be transported efficiently over long distances. 
This means that power lost during transportation is minimized. The high voltage power from various 
generators (namely power station and wind farms) is transmitted to over 140 major substations. [7] 
 
Figure 6: Transmission line [7] 
Figure 6 illustrates the transmission network where the electricity is generated in power station, and then 
it passes through a transformer in the switchyard which converts it to a high voltage. This allows the 
electricity to travel along the transmission lines to substations and the substation use step-down 
transformers to convert the electricity to a lower voltage. [7] In WA, the voltage levels up the 
transmission line are: 
-  330 kV 
-  220 kV 
-  132 kV 





The distribution lines carry smaller amount of power than transmission lines because they do not have to 
travel over long distances. The distribution side of the network takes lower voltage power from 
substations and “distributes” it to customers (usually homes and businesses). Power is distributed through 
a series of interconnected lines that start at a substation and terminate nearby. [7] 
 
Figure 7: Distributed Lines [7] 
Figure 7 illustrates the distribution lines distributing electricity over short distances and at low voltage, 
from substation to homes or business. The feeder passes electricity to small distribution substation. Upon 
arrival at the substation, the power will be stepped down in voltage (from a transmission level voltage to a 
distribution level voltage). At the local substation (usually pole-mounted transformer or Kiosk substation) 
the power is stepped down to the required service voltage (240 volts) and delivers to the customer’s point 
of supply. The common voltage levels for distribution lines are: 
-  33kV 
-  22kV 
-  11kV 
-  6.6kV 
-  415V 
 
The current transmission system in Western Australia provides for base load and peak load capability (see 
Chapter five), with safety and fault tolerance margins. In very hot and very cold climate conditions, home 
air conditioning and heating loads have a significant impact on the load. They are usually highest in the 




mid-evenings (5pm-8pm) in the coldest part of the year (Jun-Aug). Hence the power requirements vary by 
season and by time of day. [2] Distribution system designs always take the base load and the peak load 
into consideration. The transmission system usually does not have a large buffering capability to match 
the loads with the generation. Thus, generation has to be kept matched to the load in order to prevent 
overloading failures of the generation equipment. [5] 
 
2.3.  Distributed Generation 
Nowadays, almost all the electricity currently produced in Australia is generated as part of a centralized 
power system designed around large fossil. This power system is robust and reliable; however the power 
generation is inefficient and results in large quantities of greenhouse gas emission [1]. According to the 
Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, coal provides around 45 per cent of 
Australia's energy and is therefore the biggest contributor to the country's greenhouse gas emissions. 
During 2007, CSIRO analysis shows that Australia’s emissions of carbon dioxide during the past 25 years 
have risen at almost twice the world average rate mainly due to bushfires and other circumstances. [8] In 
13 February 2009, Professor Mark Adams said “This time we are burning forests that are even more 
carbon-dense than last time in 2003, well over 100 tones above-ground carbon per hectare!” [8] 
Therefore, in order to reduce carbon pollution, the use of renewable energy sources for generation of 
electricity is very important. Embedded systems can provide low pollution and high efficiencies with 
automated operation and clean fuels such as sunlight, wind and etc. The term “Distributed Generation” is 
also known as embedded generation. Distributed Generation can be used in an isolated way, supplying the 
customer’s local demand, or they can be integrated into the grid supplying energy to the remainder of the 
electric power system.  
Embedded generation together with renewable energy sources (RES), have attracted attention world-wide 
[3]. Combinations of Embedded Generation and renewable energy are very important in reducing the 
emissions of greenhouse gas (GHGs).  However, the possibility of DG and RES depends mainly on 





The technologies for distributed generation include engines, small wind turbine, fuel cells and 
photovoltaic systems. Regardless of their small size, distributed generation technologies are having a 
stronger impact in electricity markets.  [4] 
 
2.3.1. Why Distributed Generation? 
The reasons why embedded generations are important are as follow: [4] [2] 
-  It provides back-up power during black-out (service system outages) where there are no 
interrupted services occurring. 
-  It may be more cost-effective than running a power-line to remote locations. 
-  It can offer higher power quality for electronic tools.  
-  For reactive supply and voltage control of generation by inserting and absorbing reactive power 
to control grid voltage. 
-  For network stability in using fast-response equipment to maintain a secure transmission system.  
-  For system black-start to start generation and restore a portion of the service system without 
outside support after a system collapse.  
 
2.3.2. Advantages for Distributed Generation 
The advantages to have embedded generation which run on renewable resources for customers 
are as follow: [4] [2] 
-  The transmission price are reduced, due to the generator are close to the load, smaller plants 
reduce construction time and investment cost. 
-  It reduces the need for expensive installation and environment issues of new transmission lines. 
-  It can provide better reliability and power quality for some business needs. 
-  It allows expanding the use of RES such as rooftop solar photovoltaic systems on homes. 
-  It reduces energy losses results in the protecting of very important energy resources. 
-  It allows reducing customer demand from the main grid during peak hour. 
-  It can reduce reactive power consumption and improve voltage stability of distribution systems at 




-  Technologies such as micro turbine and photovoltaics can provide numerous auxiliary service 
including backup. 
-  It can significantly reduce emission of GHGs as compared to large power plant.      
-  Society wise, it can reduce the customers of dangerous energy infrastructure to the threat of 
terrorism.  
-  Economic wise, it requires less project investment and less large power plants, resulting in less 

















































A microgrid is a small-scale power supply network that is designed to provide power for a small 
residential area or small community. The key concept that distinguishes this approach from a 
conventional power service is that the power generators are small and they are distributed and located in 
close proximity to the energy users. [2] This very important form of de-centralized electricity supply 
promises large environment benefits. These benefits are the higher total energy efficiency and facilitating 




The motivation behind this study lies in the advantages of the microgrid concept, which are: [3][2] 
‐  Close proximitly of generators and users, thereby increasing the overall energy efficiency.  
‐  Increased reliability due to distributed sources that can act alone when there is a fault on the main 
grid. 
‐  Huge environmental benefits made possible by the use of low or zero emission generators, 
including PV arrays and fuel cells.  
‐  Reduces the cost of strengthening the main grid. 
‐  Potential income by selling power back to the main grid. 
 
3.3.  Microgrid versus Local Electricity Utility:  
The microgrid can be “self-sufficient”, but for security of supply and flexibility it would almost definitely 
be connected to the local electrical utility network, or even to adjacent microgrids. This connection is 




of power. From the point of view of the microgrid, the utility connection might be viewed just as another 
generator or load. [1] 
This issue raises the question as “to whether or not the microgrid should be linked to other networks over 
a synchronous alternating current (AC) connection.” [2] The advantage of a synchronous link would be 
its simplicity, requiring only an electrical interconnection, circuit breakers and probably a transformer. 
“Lasseter has considered this possibility and shown that in principle it should be possible to run a 
microgrid with minimal central control of local generation which is able to operate connected to the utility, 
or, in the event of loss of the connection, move smoothly into island operation with no loss of power to 
the microgrid. What is perhaps less clear is how the synchronous connection would be re-synchronized 
once the utility was ready to re-establish the connection.” [3] 
Another approach would be an asynchronous connection using a direct current (DC) coupled electronic 
power converter. This might be bi-directional, enabling import and export of power or simply a device to 
import power when local resources were inadequate. An advantage of this approach is that it isolates the 
microgrid from the utility as regards reactive power, load balance etc. “Only power is exchanged with the 
utility, the microgrid is entirely responsible for maintaining the power quality (frequency, voltage and 
supplying reactive power and harmonics) within its area.” [1] [3] 
With an asynchronous link the microgrid might be unusual in that all its power will be supplied through 
electronic inverters. Some generators, such as photovoltaic cells are intrinsically sources of DC and hence 
need inversion to connect them to an AC network. Voltage source inverters with suitable control schemes 
will be required to permit stable operation of the network with many small generators attached. 
Fortunately advances in power electronics and digital controllers mean that sophisticated control 
























Australia’s residential energy expenditure is a major part of the national total, which are approximately 
40%. A large number of household energy needs are met with electricity, which on mainland Australia is 
produced with fossil fuels. By means major greenhouse gas emission is produced to the residential sector. 
In order to reduce, the following 3 major factors for the energy use in home can be considered: [4] 
‐  House design 
‐  electrical device and efficiency  
‐  Behaviour of occupants. 
‐   
4.2.  Load Analysis 
A load analysis table was prepared for a typical house as given in Table 1.  This table lists typical lights 
and electrical appliances used in different rooms of the house, so that seasonal variations in load can be 
examined. 
The first column of the table typical power list the power drawn by lights and electrical appliances. These 
correct power ratings (in watts) are obtained from the nameplates or manufacturer’s literature or by 
contacting the manufacturer. However the energy that is used by each appliance may vary from 
manufacture to manufacture. There is a wide spread of energy usage because of the wide range in power 
ratings of appliances and the wide variations in customers’ lifestyle. [3] 
For instance, at seven in the morning most kitchen appliances are used such as lights, microwave, 
cappuccino maker, and kettle. The electrical power is multiplied by usage time to give the energy that has 
consumed by each appliance in a day, as given in column 3 and 4 in Table 1.  The energy consumption 
can be found from the area under a power versus time curve, where a typical power consumption curve is 











Energy Use (average 
watt-hours per day) 
Kitchen          
Lights (Compact Fluorescent 2 x 20W)  20.00  5.00  100.00 
Refrigerator ( Fridge Freezer Cyclic Defrost (medium) 3star)  550.00  24.00  13200.00 
Microwave (small)  800.00  0.20  160.00 
Rangehood/Exhaust Fan  80.00  1.00  80.00 
Dishwasher (Hot wash from cold tap)  2000.00  1.00  2000.00 
Cappuccino Maker  1000.00  0.20  252.00 
Kettle 2000.00  0.10  240.00 
Laundry          
Lights (Compact Fluorescent 2 x 20W)  20.00  0.25  5.00 
Iron 1300.00  0.20  260.00 
Washing Machine (Front Load)  900.00  1.30  1170.00 
Clothes Dryer  2200.00  0.00  0.00 
Water Pump  500.00  0.30  150.00 
Lounge           
Lights (Compact Fluorescent 2 x 20W)  20.00  5.00  100.00 
TV (CRT Flat Screen)  250.00  4.00  1000.00 
Video recorder   60.00  0.30  18.00 
DVD 15.00  2.00  30.00 
Stereo 60.00 0.30  18.00
Radio 10.00  0.30  3.00 
Vacuum cleaner  1000.00  0.15  210.00 
Computer (Desktop 50W + LDC 25W)  75.00  5.00  375.00 
Printer   12.00  0.10  1.20 
Bedroom 1          
Lights (Fluorescent tube )  40.00  5.00  200.00 
Alarm Clock  6.00  24.00  144.00 
Alarm System  6.00  24.00  144.00 
Electric Blanket  140.00  0.15  21.00 
Fan (Ceiling)  90.00  3.00  270.00 
Bedroom 2          
Lights (Fluorescent tube x 20W)  40.00  3.00  120.00 
Laptop 25.00  5.00  125.00 
Fan (Oscillating)  50.00  1.00  50.00 
Bedroom 3           
Lights (Fluorescent tube x 20W)  40.00  3.00  120.00 
Fan (Oscillating)  50.00  2.00  100.00 
Garage           
Lights (Fluorescent tube x 20W)  40.00  0.17  6.80 
Power tools   800.00  0.15  120.00 
Others -  -  - 
Garden          
Irrigation -  -  - 
Lights (Solar)  -  -  - 




Miscellaneous          
Air-condition (Split System)  -  -  - 
Heater   -  -  - 
Split System - Cooling/Heating   2000.00  1.00  2000.00 






The load on the system will be less than the total power of 16 299 W given in Table 1, as not all lights and 
appliances will be used at the one time. Power will vary because of the seasonal variations and lifestyle 
choices. The actual peak power (APP) will generally be about one third of the total power calculated. In 
this case, the APP will be 5433 W (see Figure 8).  
In order to arrive at an estimate of the amount of energy required from generating sources an allowance 
for losses which occur between the point of generation and the final end use in electrical appliances will 






A few assumptions were made before the distributed network was designed. These assumptions are: 
•  The microgrid includes a cluster of ten identical single storied homes (outer metro). To make 
things simple, all ten homes are identical and have heated and cooled areas. Each home has three 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, a living room, a kitchen, a dining area and a laundry room. The reason 
why this assumption was choosen is that it is easy to scale values up to 100 and even 1000 houses 
in a microgrid, if the size of the microgrid os increased. 
•  Ten PV modules will be installed in each house. Specifications for the PV modules are 300W 
(peak) For a 10 panel system, This system can generate up to 3kW. 
•  Each home has a different number of occupants. The smallest number of occupants in one of the 
ten homes is three, where as the largest number of occupants in one of the ten home is seven. The 
total number of occupants in all houses is fifty. This assumption is just a figure that is not base on 
any studies.   
•  The type of appliances will be standard through out the studies. For instance, each bedroom has a 
light, a fan etc, whereas each lounge has a light, TV, DVD, Stereo, Computer etc.  
Sixteen scenarios were generated to cover two different seasons (winter and summer), two different types 
of days (weekdays and weekends) and four different types of energy consumption patterns. The colours 
indicate the type of the energy consumption pattern. The follow energy consumption patterns are: 
NORMAL STATE: current situation 
‐  Energy used for 10 houses: Very Large Reduction. (50% Reduction from Normal State) 
Sunlight availability: Very High  
Green State 
‐  Energy used for 10 houses: Large Reduction. (30% Reduction from Normal State) 
Sunlight availability: Very Low 
Blue State 
‐  Energy used for 10 houses: Small Increase. (20% Increase from Normal State) 
Sunlight availability: High 
Yellow State 
‐  Energy used for 10 houses: Very Large Increase. (40% Increase from Normal State) 






Figure 9 shows the forecast electricity consumption for seven days in a winter week from 20 July 2008 to 
27 July 2008. For more information please refer to Appendix Section A. According to Western Power the 
electrical consumption is accurate to within two to three percents, due to the influence of historical 
electricity consumption, seasonal trends in consumption, economic data and importantly weather 
information (humidity, cloud cover, wind, and rain, minimum and maximum temperatures. [2] 
 
Figure 9: Electricity Consumption [2] 
The yellow lines in Figure 9 separate the graph into days. The blue line predicts the electricity that might 
be consumed by the customer, whereas the red line indicates the actual load reading from the customer. 
The following are more details of what these figures represent: [2] 
•  According to Western Power, 1MW (mega watt) may well power 500 homes at any one point in time 
(so an average of 2 kW (kilowatts) is consumed per house).  
•  Therefore 50MW could power 25,000 homes at any one point in time. According to Western Power 






•  In order to generate 50MWh (mega watt hours), 50MW consumed consistently over an hour, 15,000 
liters of fuel would need to be burned  60,000 liters would fill a standard fuel tanker, when burned, 
this fuel would power 100,000 homes at any one point in time. 
Table 2 shows the actual peak power (APP) figure illustrated from Figure 9 
.  
Peak (MW)  Sun 20  Mon 21  Tue 22  Wed 23  Thu 24  Fri 25  Sat 26 
Actual – AM  2 105  2 641  2 638  2 448  2 495  2 503  2 199 
Actual - PM  2 689  2 942  2 837  3 886  2 720  2 765  2 489 
Table 2: Actual Peak Power [2] 
From Western Power are actual readings:   
The average Morning Peak: 2 433 W (per house) 
The average Evening Peak:  2 904 W (per house) 
With this Western Power load reading, below are the Average peak Morning loads and Average Peak 
afternoon loads assumption made for each house in the new residential estate, in order to simulate the 
load flow results (see chapter 7). Recap from the previous section, there are sixteen scenarios were made, 
these include winter weekend, winter weekday, summer weekend, summer weekday and four different 
types of energy consumption pattern. Figure  9 shows that during Saturday and Sunday there are no 
Afternoon peak. However in this thesis, assuming this new residential estate’s occupant spends most of 
their weekends at home. [2] 
4.3.2. Load Assumptions 
Based on the proceeding studies on Loads in Western Australia, a load analysis can be carried out. For 
instance, during normal state in Western Australia, the Average Morning Peak for customer number one 
is 2400 W with 5 occupants in a house (see Table 3). As electrical appliances changed from high energy 
usage and low efficiency  to low energy usage and high efficiency, there will be 50% of reduction.    
Customers  Average Peak Morning (W)  Average Peak Evening (W)  Number of occupants 






Customers  Average Peak Morning (W)  Average Peak Evening (W)  Number of occupants 
Customer  No 1  1200  2200  5 
Table 4: Summer Weekday Green State 
Therefore Green state approaches (50% reduction from the normal state).  The Average Peak Morning 
will be 1200W. AS for Blue there will only 30% reduction from the normal state. Therefore the Average 
Morning Peak is 1680 (See Table 5). Due to some electrical appliances are switch on “standby mode”. 
Customers  Average Peak Morning (W)  Average Peak Evening (W)  Number of occupants 
Customer  No 1  1680  3080  5 
Table 5: Summer Weekday Blue State 
Yellow State is where no electrical appliances were changed to energy friendly user and most electrical 
appliances are left switch such as lights, DVD (standby mode) etc. These will cause the energy to increase 
by 20% from the normal state, shown in Table 6. 
Customers  Average Peak Morning (W)  Average Peak Evening (W)  Number of occupants 
Customer  No 1  2880  5280  5 
Table 6: Summer Weekday Yellow State 
From Table 6, the Average Peak Morning for customer one is 2880 W. During Red state, where the air 
conditioners are switch on most of the time, also electrical appliances are turn on, there will be an 
increase of 40% which is shown in Table 7.  
Customers  Average Peak Morning (W)  Average Peak Evening (W)  Number of occupants 
Customer  No 1  3360  6160  5 
Table 7: Summer Weekday Red State 
For more information on customer’s Peak load usage during different seasons and different days, please 































PV systems are reliable and pollution free. Nowadays PV systems for homes and businesses are 
becoming more affordable. PV systems work best in an energy-efficient building. So adding insulation, 
energy efficient lighting and appliance with high energy efficiency is a good idea, in order to reduce 
home’s overall electricity use before install a PV system. They convert sunlight directly to electricity and 
they work any time the sun is shining, but more electricity is produced when the sunlight is more intense 
and strikes the PV modules directly. Therefore understanding solar energy is available in Australia is 
essential. Figure 10Figure 10, map above illustrates the range of solar conditions throughout Australia. [5] 
[6] 
Solar resources will vary depending on the climate zones. Figure  11 shows the global solar resource 







The design of the home itself is the starting point. Attention to features such as building orientation, 
insulation, shading windows and building materials will result in a “solar efficient design.” This will 
directly influence the amount of energy was use for home heating, cooling and lighting.  For instance, 
electrical appliances where bulk heating or cooling is involved such as heating, air conditioning, clothes 
dryer and etc. these function use a lot of energy. [8] 
Consider alternative which will save electrical energy and may also be less expensive overall for example: 
[8] 
‐  Clothes lines 
‐  Wood fuelled heaters, cookers and hot water systems 
‐  Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) stoves, heater, hot water systems, Refrigerators and freezers are also 




PV modules should be installed in accordance with relevant Australia Standards. The following must be 
considered when choosing the best position for mounting PV arrays at a particular site: 
•  Mount away from the shading effects from the trees, buildings, and ensure that in future the 
location will remain clear of obstruction. 
•  Ensure the terminals and interconnections are properly sealed to exclude moisture and to 
prevent corrosion. 
According to Australia Standard (AS1170.2.), the PV array should be installed on a northerly-facing roof 
at a fixed angle. 
5.3.  Photovoltaics (PV) 
 
Photovoltaic (PV) cells use the sun to generate electricity, it also known as solar electric. The systems use 
semiconductor solar cells to convert sunlight directly into electricity. The photovoltaic effect refers to 
photons of light colliding with electrons into a high state of energy to create electricity. The photovoltaic 
effect engages the creation of a voltage in a material upon contact to electro-magnetic radiation. The solar 
cells produce direct current electricity from light, which can be used to power equipment or to recharge a 
battery. [2] 
However PV uses different forms of the sun’s radiation. The earth’s surface receives sunlight in either a 
direct or diffuse form. Direct sunlight is solar radiation whose path is directly from the sun’s disk and 
shines perpendicular to the plane of a solar device. This form is used by concentrating PV systems, in 
which the reflection or focusing of the sun’s light is essential to the electricity-generating process. [1] 
Flat-plate or non-concentrating PV systems can also use direct sunlight. Figure 10 Shows the number of 
hour’s full sunshine available in Australia. Diffused is the sunlight reaches the earth’s surface after 
passing through thin layer of cloud cover or reflecting off of surfaces. 
There are different forms of solar energy technologies available in the market.  Also there are different 
range of PV materials and designs for generating electricity – crystalline silicon, thin films, concentrating 






A suitable PV system needs to be chosen for the microgrid network. A PV system can vary considerably 
depending on the size of the system.  A number of modules can be mounted together to form an array. [5] 
•  Generate electricity when there is sunlight. 
•  Maximum output occurs around local noon.(for a correctly aligned module) 
•  Daily energy outputs are higher in summer than winter. (see Figure 12) 
Figure  13 illustrates the solar supply throughout the year in Australia. There is much less sunlight 












In this thesis, the SunPower 300 Solar Panel was for customer homes. The reason why this PV system 
was chosen is that it provides today’s highest efficiency and performance. [4] They rely on layers of 
semiconductor materials that are much thinner than those in silicon cells. The active region in a thin film 
cell is on the order of only two to three micrometer (imagine in that a human hair has a thickness of about 
80 μm.) [1] [4]. However other thin film materials have also been developed and commercialized, these 
includes cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS). These PV devices 
require much less material than the traditional c-Si (crystalline silicon) devices. (For more detail on 
SunPower 300 Solar Panel please refer to Appendix section B) [1] 
5.4.1. PV Assumption 
A PV array of 300 watts (peak) can be produce over 300 kilowatt/hour of electrical energy per year. [3] 
From Australia Solar Energy studies, outputs over the summer are likely to be about two to three times 
more than over winter months. Also, the PV modules produce, on average, energy which is equivalent to 
their rated peak outputs for about 4 hours per day in the summer and about 1 hour per day during the 
worst winter. [8] However, these outputs can vary from one site to another and from day to day. 
The assumption made for solar availability for the different scenarios are:  
•  NORMAL STATE: current situation 
‐  Green State 
Sunlight avaliability: Very High  
‐  Blue State 
Sunlight avaliability: Very Low 
‐  Yellow State 
Sunlight avaliability: High 
‐  Red State 
Sunlight avaliability: Low 
There are 3 000 watts (peak) with ten PV modules, but there will be losses in the inverter, and line losses 
depending the distance between the consumer and the PV arrays, etc. Tables and figures below indicate 
















1 0  0  0  0 
2 0  0  0  0 
3 0  0  0  0 
4 0  0  0  0 
5 0  0  0  0 
6 424  100  114 345 
7 784  341  451 578 
8 1210  546  754  905 
9 1457  784  958 1200 
10 1678  995  1142 1489 
11 1987  1101  1445 1745 
12 2214  1245  1678 1897 
13 2381  1524  2100 2211 
14 2154  1154  1674 2019 
15 1897  867  1354 1674 
16 1451  714  1101 1321 
17 1124  487  589  874 
18 578  354  451  341 
19 314  50  100  210 
20 0  0  0  0 
21 0  0  0  0 
22 0  0  0  0 
23 0  0  0  0 







































0 0  0  0  0 
1 0  0  0  0 
2 0  0  0  0 
3 0  0  0  0 
4 0  0  0  0 
5 0  0  0  0 
6 0  0  0  0 
7 341  177  272 217 
8 615  321  492 393 
9 874  448  700 564 
10 1341  689  1072  854 
11 1547  791  1237  958 
12 1879  962  1503 1202 
13 2101  1222  1910 1527 
14 1821  931  1456 1167 
15 1502  768  1201  960 
16 1214  620  970  776 
17 745  362  567  456 
18 214  109  171  135 
19 102  51  80  64 
20 0  0  0  0 
21 0  0  0  0 
22 0  0  0  0 
23 0  0  0  0 




























Because of the daily and seasonal variations in output from the PV array, homes are not normally 
supplied only from the array. Some storage system is required such as batteries and maybe a diesel 
generator if necessary, especially over the winter period when the PV array output may be insufficient to 
meet the loads. 
 
5.5.  Energy Storage 
The most well known energy storage in the market is lead-acid battery. This lead-acid battery is used in 
this thesis due to the popular energy storage technology in the market. The capacity of the PV system was 
chosen to be 3 kW per house. The storage battery system was then installed at the residential site. Since 
there are ten houses in the new residential estate, assume the maximum capacity of the lead-acid storage 
battery has about 10kWh. [3] 
The depth of discharge (DOD) for the lead-acid battery was maintained between 0% and 70% in normal 
operation in order to allow the battery to maintain battery lifetime. Therefore, the effective energy 




is between 500W to 1000 W. If all surplus power generation form the 3kW PV system is used to charge 








































The basic microgrid system will consist of ten houses that will be located in a single street. Each house 
will have 10 PV panels at 300W per panel. This microgrid system is connected to the main grid as shown 
in Figure 16. 
The circuit breaker indicated in Figure  16, allows the microgrid to operate as an isolated system in the 
event of loss of supply from the major grid. A few issues need to be addressed: [4] [5] 
‐  Under best (Green        )  and worst (Red       ) case conditions, can the microgrid operate 
sufficiently in islanding mode?  
‐  Can all reactive power meet the loads, if islanding operation extends for some period of time 
‐  During emergency condition, is the microgrid reliable? 
The key outcome is that there should be sufficient local electricity generation to match the power 
requirement when the circuit breaker is open. The energy generated within the microgrid must equal 
consumption. In general, the electricity usage will exceed the energy generated from the PV array. Energy 
storage using batteries may accommodate the variations of power demand.  
Figure 16 Shows the slack bus that’s used to: 
•  Determine additional power supply from the main grid under normal operation condition. 
•  Determine addition power that might be required from auxilliary supplies, such as batteries 
storage and diesel generators during emergency mode. 
These issues (batteries storage and diesel generator) shall be examining using the slack bus.  
The issue with slack bus is that, how closely the energy supply within the microgrid can satisfy the local 
loads shall be resolved by investigating the energy storage, demand management, seasonal match between 









From the external grid (main grid) the voltage is 22000V; this is stepped down by the transformer to 
415V. The transformer used was a 500kVA liquid oil-filled ‘Groundmount IEC’ transformer. The 























The loads in Figure 16 were 3-phase loads and operating at a power factor of 0.8. The type of conductors 
were used in this model is Fluorine.  
6.2.  Baseline result  
It is to be noted that the base-case (normal state) represents the system under typical present day operating 
conditions, where as the scenarios represent the system after all base-case loads were increased (worst 
case scenario) and decreased (best case scenario). From Appendix Section E, all the Average Peak Powers 
(APP) was place in the simulation software (Power Factory). Studies of grid-connected and islanding 
operations were performed in this thesis. The main items that were analyzed in order to assess the 
performance of the system were voltage levels (PU Values) and system reliability. 
6.2.1. Voltage  
6.2.1.1.  Connection to the main grid 
The grid connected residential PV systems are rated 3kW in capacity and connected to three-phase LV 
line at 415 V.  As indicate in Chapter five section, there are sixteen scenarios that were prepared. 
Appendix Section D is the results of the voltage (Per Unit values) and line loadings. 
The important consideration to make was toward voltage levels within the system. The Electricity Supply 
Association of Australia Limited specifies that: “Electricity Distributors endeavor to manage the 
operation and loading of the distribution system so that the differences between the nominal and lowest 
phase-to-phase voltage do not exceed 6% in low voltage network or ±10% in the high voltage network.”  
These are steady state values averaged over five minutes. Therefore, the load flow simulation output is 
overviewed to ensure that the P.U voltage range is within at least 0.94 to 1.06.  
In Appendix Section D, results from Table  22 to Table  31, numbers that highlighted in purple color 
indicate the voltage range falls beyond the required range. The following table gives a summary of the 
results. 
Voltage Drop Out-of The Range  Voltage Drop Within The Range 
Weekday Summer Evening Peak (Blue State, Yellow 
State and Red State ) 
Weekday Summer Moring Peak 
Weekend Summer Afternoon Peak (Green State)  Weekend Summer Morning Peak 
Weekend Summer Evening Peak (Yellow State and Red 
State) 




Weekday Winter Morning Peak (Red State)   Weekend Winter Afternoon Peak 
Weekday Winter Evening Peak (Yellow and Red State)  Weekend winter Evening Peak 
Table 10: Summary on Voltage Drop 
From the table above, it can be seen that system voltages were not appropriate after increases in load on 
the system. During the worst-case scenario, shown in Appendix Section D; the events of Weekday 
Summer Evening Peak, Weekend Summer evening Peak, Weekday Winter Morning Peaks is all gave 
extensive voltage drops that result in unsatisfactory operation of electrical appliances and represents 
energy wasted in the wiring system. These voltage drops can also cause damage to electrical motors. 
These voltage drops can be reduced by increasing the diameter of the conductor between the source and 
the load which lowers the overall resistance. Therefore the main grid need to be upgraded in order in 
ensure the voltage drop is not exceeded.  Cable size recommendations are based on Australian Standard 
AS 3000.  
Besides upgrading the cable size, using a diesel generator that can supply electricity directly to homes to 
provide supplementary electrical energy. The advantages of diesel generator are as follows: [7] 
‐  Power is available on demand. 
‐  Power supply is reliable and robust. Service support is usually readily available.  
‐  AC generators have good clean waveforms with little or no distortion. This means that all 
appliances can run without problems. 
‐  Good voltage regulation. 
‐  AC generators can be used to charge batteries (through a battery charge) or to directly supply 
household appliances. 
The disadvantages of diesel generator are as follow: 
‐  It has high operating and maintenance costs compared to photovoltaic arrays. 
‐  Need to store fuel. 
‐  Need regular maintenance 
‐  Waste fuel if it is not run in full load 
On the other hand, the system voltage was not appropriate after decrease (Green State, 50% decrease from 
the Normal State) in the load on the system. (See Table  10) During the best-case scenario, Weekend 
Summer Afternoon Peak, the voltage raised above its upper design limit (overvoltage), these conditions 




During Weekend Summer noon the storage-battery-integrated from the PV system is over the limitation 
value. In other words the risk of overvoltage is higher when the reverse power flow is large. The solution 
to this is to allow efficient operation of the storage battery, only part of the surplus power that is greater 
than the load demand should be used to charge the battery.  Under normal operation, there are four 
problems that must be considered when operating the storage battery the following are: 
‐  The storage battery must maintain a discharged state in the morning to prepare for the charging 
during afternoon. 
‐  If the battery is left in a discharged state for some period of time, it may shorten the lifetime of 
the battery.  
So charging the storage battery should not be too full during the afternoon (as it will overcharge the 
batteries) and discharging the batteries should not be too long. By using all the assumptions in Appendix 
Section E. The following table shows the PV average generation from the ten houses per day, as well as 
the average of power that is available to charge the batteries during the day. (Note that battery charging 
does not involve main grid.) 
 
































Summer Weekday Morning  12 100  -  5 460  -  7 540  -  9 050  - 
Summer Weekday Evening  -  10 000  -  5 500  -  7 000  -  8 400 
Summer Weekend Morning  12 100  -  5 460  -  7 540  -  9 050  - 
Summer Weekend Afternoon  23 810    15 240    19 100    22 110   
Summer Weekend Evening  -  5 000  -  2 750  -  3 500  -  4 200  
Winter Weekday Morning  6 150  -  3 210  -  4 920  -  3 930  - 
Winter Weekday Evening  -  7 100  -  3 800  -  5 800  -  4 600 
Winter Weekend Morning  6 150  -  3 210  -  4 920  -  3 930  - 
Winter Weekend Afternoon  21 010    12 220    19 100    15 270   
Winter Weekend Evening  -  7 148  -  1 900  -  2 900  -  2 300 
Table 11: Summary PV and Batteries Charged 
6.2.1.2.  Island operation 
In Figure 16, when the circuit breaker is opened (disconnected/islanded) the residential estate is isolated 
from the main grid. Here the batteries play a very important part of this process. However, depending on 




the demand, this will cause voltage dips, flicker, interruptions, harmonics, DC levels and etc. The results 
on the islanded operations occurring at different times are given shown in Appendix Section D. 
Generally during morning, the battery’s storage had discharged in order to prepare for the charging 
around noon. Therefore most electrical appliances depend for their supply from the PV generator. Usually 
at this time of the day the sun is strong enough to provide energy to the customer. If extra power is 
required, that will be drawn from the main grid.  
When the circuit break is open, there are times when the batteries and PV generation cannot cope with the 
load demand, Appendix Section D, from Table  22 to Table  31 indicates how much PV generation and 
batteries storage can manage the load demand. During summer morning best-case scenario (green state), 
most load demand are able to cope only PV generation. In addition in summer evenings, all four states 
can be maintained on just batteries. However during the worst-case scenario (red state), PV generation 
and/or batteries storage is not able to cope with the loads. Therefore a diesel generator should be installer 
on the site to cope with the demand. (The results are shown in Appendix Section D which is colored 
purple) During winter, most of the batteries and PV generation are not able to cope with the load demands 




Figure 17: Diagram of Microgrid system, shows the conceptual drawing of the microgrid. Maximum load 
capacity assumed to be 50kW (for the ten houses). The diesel generator, Photovoltaic generation (PV), 
and battery supply electricity are all close to the network.  Running the cost of DG is based on the 
maximum efficiency condition (rated operation). Figure  18 shows the minimum output operation of the 






The maximum capacity is assumed as 70kW. This telecommunication network is not used in monitoring 
and controlling these devices. Power output of each device is decided by monitoring local frequency as 
shown in Figure 19. DG power output is given by speed control ratio, using rotational speed 
characteristics to load variation. On the other hand, with network mode, power output of each device can 
be obtained so that DG can run at the most efficient operating point (rated operation) to reduce running 
cost. Mismatch of supply and demand is covered by BT. DG can vary its output from 30 to 70 [kW], the 
lower limit is decided regarding efficiency and lifetime. Therefore, if DG is not in operation, BT is 
responsible for the load fluctuation. In order to avoid instantaneous starting and stopping of DG, it shut 
down at 30[kW] and reboots at 40 [kW]. Figure 19 Shows the load sharing by DG and BT. In case of the 
load is 20-40 [kW], the excess energy from DG is charged by BT. If the load is 40-60 [kW], only DG runs. 


































The report examines the energy production by small scale generators in close proximity to the energy 
users, integrated into microgrid. It provides a review of the current status, including an overview of 
distributed generation, the electricity and giving a description of relevant concepts which will evolve into 
microgrid. 
The microgrids’ components were discussed with emphasis on the small generator (Photovoltaic systems); 
typical domestic load profiles and a discussion of progress made in resolving the technical issues 
associated with the services integration issues in small generation. 
Assumptions have been made focusing on the microgrid of domestic users powered by small diesel 
generator and photovoltaic arrays. A table of the energy consumption in building was used to produce 
typical profiles for space heating, cooling and the electricity consumption. Based on the energy balance 
between the generation (Photovoltaic systems and batteries) and the load (customers) have been 
developed to determine the optimum combination of the generators and energy storage in the microgrid. 
This is thesis study highlights the importance of energy balance in the design of microgrid. The principal 
results include the determination of the optimal generation (PV systems) consisting 3 kW array per 
household and reduction on 50% energy consumption will avoid the need to upgrade the main grid. This 
is the minimum energy which can maintain the energy balance on a yearly basis if supplement energy 
storage of 2 kWh per household. 
Overall, the principle conclusion is that microgrids do have real potential to make a major contribution to 
reducing Green house Gas Emissions from building. This will only happen if there are major changes to 

















































Customer(1)  1.00200  1.04112  1.011237  0.9825987  0.9731552 
Customer(2)  0.99868  1.040651  1.008526  0.977446  0.9671911 
Customer(3)  0.99781  1.040152  1.007738  0.975854  0.9653384 
Customer (4)  0.99646  1.040558  1.006743  0.9741271  0.9633555 
Customer (5)  0.99549  1.040448  1.005928  0.9726268  0.9616197 
Customer (6)  0.99707  1.041156  1.007509  0.9755537  0.9650271 
Customer (7)  0.99338  1.041329  1.004798  0.970384  0.9590688 
Customer (8)  0.99056  1.04135  1.002703  0.9663988  0.9544741 
Customer (9)  0.98870  1.041293  1.001322  0.9637708  0.9514445 


































Customer(1)  0.9718073  0.9842652  0.9606336  0.9015596  0.8293047 
Customer(2)  0.9658194  0.9791995  0.9535419  0.8894037  0.8111521 
Customer(3)  0.9639122  0.9775805  0.9512754  0.8855187  0.8053627 
Customer (4)  0.9623041  0.9762133  0.9493614  0.882238  0.8003871 
Customer (5)  0.9608504  0.9749757  0.9476288  0.8792682  0.7959148 
Customer (6)  0.9639037  0.9775733  0.9512653  0.8855014  0.8045984 
Customer (7)  0.9577802  0.9723565  0.9439621  0.8729832  0.7851712 
Customer (8)  0.9532412  0.9684708  0.9385225  0.8636595  0.7706115 
Customer (9)  0.9503094  0.9659524  0.9349969  0.8576165  0.7611328 





















Customer(1)  0.99241  1.03079  1.02178  1.00168  0.99539 
Customer(2)  0.98850  1.02721  1.02006  0.99839  0.99160 
Customer(3)  0.98749  1.02692  1.01945  0.99732  0.99035 
Customer (4)  0.98613  1.02290  1.01918  0.99663  0.98958 
Customer (5)  0.98509  1.02308  1.01877  0.99582  0.98865 
Customer (6)  0.98587  1.03187  1.01916  0.99653  0.98947 
Customer (7)  0.98033  1.03258  1.01685  0.99205  0.98432 
Customer (8)  0.97608  1.03307  1.01506  0.98858  0.98033 
Customer (9)  0.97327  1.03341  1.01388  0.98630  0.97770 



















Customer(1)  1.00253  1.07308  1.031654  1.0019180  1.0066670 
Customer(2)  0.99900  1.07464  1.029941  0.9977929  1.0026680 
Customer(3)  0.99800  1.07425  1.029027  0.9960836  1.0007570 
Customer (4)  0.99691  1.07634  1.029257  0.9958411  1.0010140 
Customer (5)  0.99604  1.07699  1.028943  0.9949913  1.0002720 
Customer (6)  0.99790  1.07758  1.031053  0.9976429  1.0032380 
Customer (7)  0.99416  1.08134  1.030592  0.9946029  1.0009380 
Customer (8)  0.99139  1.08418  1.030272  0.9923662  0.9992629 
Customer (9)  0.98952  1.08606  1.030042  0.9908462  0.9981127 



























Customer(1)  1.00253  0.99009  0.96878  0.91553  0.8942268 
Customer(2)  0.99900  0.98545  0.96229  0.90441  0.8812538 
Customer(3)  0.99800  0.98408  0.96038  0.90113  0.8774264 
Customer (4)  0.99691  0.98247  0.95811  0.89724  0.872894 
Customer (5)  0.99604  0.98126  0.95642  0.89434  0.8695099 
Customer (6)  0.99790  0.98383  0.96002  0.90050  0.8767012 
Customer (7)  0.99416  0.97882  0.95302  0.88850  0.8627013 
Customer (8)  0.99139  0.97530  0.94808  0.88004  0.8528311 
Customer (9)  0.98952  0.97300  0.94486  0.87452  0.8463853 

























Customer(1)  1.00288  1.02511 1.00573 0.97730  0.96142
Customer(2)  0.99966  1.02353 1.00263 0.97186  0.95474
Customer(3)  0.99879  1.02292 1.00168 0.97022  0.95280
Customer (4)  0.99766  1.02258 1.00077 0.96860  0.95067
Customer (5)  0.99682  1.02212 0.99999 0.96722  0.94897
Customer (6)  0.99795  1.02301 1.00120 0.96931  0.95145
Customer (7)  0.99425  1.02147 0.99784 0.96339  0.94402
Customer (8)  0.99152  1.02020 0.99536 0.95901  0.93852
Customer (9)  0.98970  1.01929 0.99370 0.95609  0.93486
Customer (10)  0.98883  1.01901 0.99293 0.95472  0.93313
Table 17: Weekday Winter Morning Peak 
 































































Customer(1)  0.9750676  0.9870301  0.9645043  0.9081942  0.8427334 
Customer(2)  0.969267  0.982137  0.9576542  0.8964525  0.8254706 
Customer(3)  0.9673965  0.980554  0.9554381  0.8926538  0.8198958 
Customer (4)  0.9658683  0.9792587  0.9536248  0.8895457  0.8152595 
Customer (5)  0.9645116  0.9781074  0.9520131  0.8867830  0.8111659 
Customer (6)  0.9676089  0.9807338  0.9556899  0.8930854  0.8199100 
Customer (7)  0.9618031  0.9758048  0.9487896  0.8812577  0.8019011 
Customer (8)  0.957542  0.972171  0.9437025  0.8725382  0.7885445 
Customer (9)  0.9546404  0.9696886  0.9402272  0.8665813  0.7793853 


























Customer(1)  1.01683  1.03544 1.021777 1.00489  0.993612
Customer(2)  1.01479  1.03435 1.020040 1.001804  0.9896723
Customer(3)  1.01435  1.03410 1.019593 1.001028  0.9887350
Customer (4)  1.01355  1.03351 1.019091 1.000094  0.9874170
Customer (5)  1.01306  1.03288 1.018712 0.9994097  0.9865149
Customer (6)  1.01339  1.03485 1.018989 0.9999248  0.9871679
Customer (7)  1.01049  1.03425 1.016576 0.9956416  0.9816500
Customer (8)  1.00820  1.03370 1.014649 0.9922134  0.9772598
Customer (9)  1.00671  1.03336 1.013399 0.9899854  0.9744002
Customer (10)  1.00610  1.03330 1.012924 0.9891305  0.9732726
Table 19: Weekend Winter Morning Peak 
 



































































Customer(1)  1.00499  1.04764 1.03242 1.01964  0.99682
Customer(2)  1.00170  1.04887 1.03092 1.01673  0.99210
Customer(3)  1.00083  1.04854 1.03013 1.01535  0.99036
Customer (4)  0.99987  1.05038 1.03056 1.01585  0.99007
Customer (5)  0.99917  1.05102 1.03046 1.01557  0.98933
Customer (6)  1.00075  1.04652 1.03193 1.01814  0.99254
Customer (7)  0.99752  1.04473 1.03172 1.01725  0.98948
Customer (8)  0.99517  1.04214 1.03164 1.01671  0.98733
Customer (9)  0.99361  1.03869 1.03158 1.01635  0.98591































































Customer(1)  1.00499  1.04764  1.03385  0.99295  0.99074 
Customer(2)  1.00170  1.04887  1.03258  0.98817  0.98559 
Customer(3)  1.00083  1.04854  1.03181  0.98661  0.98381 
Customer (4)  0.99987  1.05038  1.03240  0.98587  0.98324 
Customer (5)  0.99917  1.05102  1.03236  0.98501  0.98237 
Customer (6)  1.00075  1.04652  1.03380  0.98787  0.98564 
Customer (7)  0.99752  1.04473  1.03394  0.98413  0.98193 
Customer (8)  0.99517  1.04214  1.03413  0.98145  0.97930 
Customer (9)  0.99361  1.03869  1.03425  0.97966  0.97755 















  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  12 100  11 950 
Blue State  5 460  16 240 
Yellow State  7 540  27 840 
Red State  9 050  32 480 
Table 22: Islanding mode during Summer Weekday Summer Morning Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Batteries Storage (W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  0  100 000  20 300 
Blue State  0  55 000  28 420 
Yellow State  0  70 000  48 720 
Red State  0  84 000  56 840 
Table 23: Islanding mode during Summer Weekday Summer Evening Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  12 100  8 750 
Blue State  5 460  12 250 
Yellow State  7 540  21 000 
Red State  9 050  24 500 
Table 24: Islanding mode during Summer Weekend Summer Morning Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  23 810  11 800 
Blue State  15 240  16 520 
Yellow State  7 540  27 840 
Red State  9 050  32 480 
Table 25: Islanding mode during Summer Weekend Afternoon Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Batteries Storage (W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  0  50 000  18 300 
Blue State  0  27 500  25 420 
Yellow State  0  35 000  43 920 








  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  6 150  11 350 
Blue State  3 210  15 890 
Yellow State  4 920  27 240 
Red State  3 930  31 780 
Table 27: Islanding mode during Winter Weekday Morning Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Batteries Storage (W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  0  71 000  19 350 
Blue State  0  38 000  27 090 
Yellow State  0  58 000  46 440 
Red State  0  46 000  54 180 
Table 28: Islanding mode during Winter Weekday Evening Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  6 150  7 400 
Blue State  3 210  10 360 
Yellow State  4 920  17 760 
Red State  3 930  20 720 
Table 29: Islanding mode during Winter Weekday Morning Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  21 010  10 750 
Blue State  12 220  15 650 
Yellow State  19 100  25 800 
Red State  15 270  30 100 
Table 30: Islanding mode during Winter Weekday Afternoon Peak 
  Total PV Generation(W)  Total Batteries Storage (W)  Total Loads (W) 
Green State  0  7 100  17 550 
Blue State  0  1 900  24 570 
Yellow State  0  2 900  42 120 













Customer No 1  2400  4400  5 
Customer No 2  2400  4800  7 
Customer No 3  2000  4500  4 
Customer No 4  2300  4000  5 
Customer No 5  2800  4300  6 
Customer No 6  2800  4100  6 
Customer No 7  2000  3700  4 
Customer No 8  2200  3800  4 
Customer No 9  2300  4000  6 











Customer No 1  1200  2200  5 
Customer No 2  1200  2400  7 
Customer No 3  1000  2250  4 
Customer No 4  1150  2000  5 
Customer No 5  1400  2150  6 
Customer No 6  1400  2050  6 
Customer No 7  1000  1850  4 
Customer No 8  1100  1900  4 
Customer No 9  1500  2000  6 















Customer No 2  1680  3360  7 
Customer No 3  1400  3150  4 
Customer No 4  1610  2800  5 
Customer No 5  1960  3010  6 
Customer No 6  1960  2870  6 
Customer No 7  1400  2590  4 
Customer No 8  1540  2660  4 
Customer No 9  1610  2800  6 











Customer No 1  2880  5280  5 
Customer No 2  2880  5760  7 
Customer No 3  2400  5400  4 
Customer No 4  2760  4800  5 
Customer No 5  3360  5160  6 
Customer No 6  3360  4920  6 
Customer No 7  2400  4440  4 
Customer No 8  2640  4560  4 
Customer No 9  2760  4800  6 












Customer No 1  3360  6160  5 
Customer No 2  3360  6720  7 
Customer No 3  2800  6300  4 
Customer No 4  3220  5600  5 
Customer No 5  3920  6020  6 
Customer No 6  3920  5740  6 




Customer No 8  3080  5320  4 
Customer No 9  3220  5600  6 






















Customer No 1 1600  2200  3100  5 
Customer No 2 2100  3000  4000  7 
Customer No 3 1400  2300  3800  4 
Customer No 4  1500  2300  4100  5 
Customer No 5  1800  2500  4200  6 
Customer No 6  1400  2700  3500  6 
Customer No 7  1800  2200  4100  4 
Customer No 8  2000  2100  3400  4 
Customer No 9 1900  2500  3200  6 














Customer No 1  800  1100  1550  5 
Customer No 2  1050  1500  2000  7 
Customer No 3  700  1150  1900  4 
Customer No 4  750  1150  2050  5 
Customer No 5  900  1250  2100  6 
Customer No 6  700  1350  1750  6 
Customer No 7  900  1100  2050  4 
Customer No 8  1000  1050  1700  4 
Customer No 9  950  1250  1600  6 













Customer No 1  1120  1540  2170  5 




Customer No 3  980  1610  2660  4 
Customer No 4  1050  1610  2870  5 
Customer No 5  1260  1750  2940  6 
Customer No 6  980  1890  2450  6 
Customer No 7  1260  1540  2870  4 
Customer No 8 1400  1470  2380  4 
Customer No 9 1330  1750  2240  6 













Customer No 1  1920  2640  3720  5 
Customer No 2  2520  3600  4800  7 
Customer No 3  1680  2760  4560  4 
Customer No 4  1800  2760  4920  5 
Customer No 5  2160  3000  5040  6 
Customer No 6  1680  3240  4200  6 
Customer No 7  2160  2640  4920  4 
Customer No 8  2400  2520  4080  4 
Customer No 9  2280  3000  3840  6 













Customer No 1  2240  3080  4340  5 
Customer No 2  2940  4200  5600  7 
Customer No 3  1960  3220  5320  4 
Customer No 4  2100  3220  5740  5 
Customer No 5  2520  3500  5880  6 
Customer No 6  1960  3780  4900  6 
Customer No 7  2520  3080  5740  4 
Customer No 8  2800  2940  4760  4 
Customer No 9  2660  3500  4480  6 

























Customer No 1  2200  4200  5 
Customer No 2  2600  4600  7 
Customer No 3  2000  4400  4 
Customer No 4  2200  4000  5 
Customer No 5  2400  4000  6 
Customer No 6  2800  3800  6 
Customer No 7  2200  3600  4 
Customer No 8  2100  3200  4 
Customer No 9  2200  4100  6 














Customer No 1  1100  2100  5 
Customer No 2  1300  2300  7 
Customer No 3  1000  2200  4 
Customer No 4  1100  2000  5 
Customer No 5  1200  2000  6 
Customer No 6  1400  1900  6 
Customer No 7  1100  1800  4 
Customer No 8  1050  1600  4 
Customer No 9  1100  2050  6 











Customer No 1  1540  2940  5 
Customer No 2  1820  3220  7 
Customer No 3  1400  3080  4 
Customer No 4  1540  2800  5 
Customer No 5  1680  2800  6 
Customer No 6  1960  2660  6 
Customer No 7  1540  2520  4 
Customer No 8  1470  2240  4 
Customer No 9  1540  2870  6 











Customer No 1  2640  5040  5 
Customer No 2  3120  5520  7 
Customer No 3  2400  5280  4 
Customer No 4  2640  4800  5 
Customer No 5  2880  4800  6 




Customer No 7  2640  4320  4 
Customer No 8  2520  3840  4 
Customer No 9  2640  4920  6 











Customer No 1  3080  5880  5 
Customer No 2  3640  6440  7 
Customer No 3  2800  6160  4 
Customer No 4  3080  5600  5 
Customer No 5  3360  5600  6 
Customer No 6  3920  5320  6 
Customer No 7  3080  5040  4 
Customer No 8  2940  4480  4 
Customer No 9  3080  5740  6 























Customer No 1  1200  2400  3300  5 
Customer No 2  2000  3200  4200  7 
Customer No 3  1000  2000  3200  4 
Customer No 4  1400  2200  4000  5 
Customer No 5  1400  2000  4000  6 
Customer No 6  1200  2300  3000  6 
Customer No 7  1400  2000  4000  4 
Customer No 8  1800  1800  3400  4 
Customer No 9  2000  2000  3000  6 
















Customer No 1  600  1200  1650  5 
Customer No 2  1000  1600  2100  7 
Customer No 3  500  1000  1600  4 
Customer No 4  700  1100  2000  5 
Customer No 5  700  1000  2000  6 
Customer No 6  600  1150  1500  6 
Customer No 7  700  1000  2000  4 
Customer No 8  900  900  1700  4 
Customer No 9  1000  1000  1500  6 













Customer No 1  840  1680  2310  5 
Customer No 2  1400  2240  2940  7 
Customer No 3  700  1400  2240  4 
Customer No 4  980  1540  2800  5 
Customer No 5  980  1400  2800  6 
Customer No 6  840  1610  2100  6 
Customer No 7  980  1400  2800  4 
Customer No 8  1260  1260  2380  4 
Customer No 9  1400  1400  2100  6 













Customer No 1  1440  2880  3960  5 
Customer No 2  2400  3840  5040  7 
Customer No 3  1200  2400  3840  4 
Customer No 4  1680  2640  4800  5 
Customer No 5  1680  2400  4800  6 




Customer No 7  1680  2400  4800  4 
Customer No 8  2160  2160  4080  4 
Customer No 9  2400  2400  3600  6 













Customer No 1  1680  3360  4620  5 
Customer No 2  2800  4480  5880  7 
Customer No 3  1400  2800  4480  4 
Customer No 4  1960  3080  5600  5 
Customer No 5  1960  2800  5600  6 
Customer No 6  1680  3220  4200  6 
Customer No 7  1960  2800  5600  4 
Customer No 8  2520  2520  4760  4 
Customer No 9  2800  2800  4200  6 
Customer No 10  1960  2240  4200  3 
Table 51: Winter Weekend Red State 
Summary 
 
Figure 42: Winter Weekend Peak Morning MICROGRID WITH DISTRIBUTED GENERATORS
 
  82 
 
 
Figure 43: Winter Weekend Peak Afternoon 
 
Figure 44: Winter Weekend Peak Evening 